
The Chameleon Wall

Abstract
The Chameleon Wall is a design concept based on a variant of the “Purple Box” interactive art 
system which I am developing, for an art exhibit that is both multi-sensory and interactive, reflecting 
the behaviour of various living organisms (the squid and the chameleon, at this early stage in its 
design) to create a potentially unique experience for every visitor to an exhibit.

Whilst the Chameleon Wall presents a visual experience, at the same time it provides a parallel 
auditory experience with sounds matching the visual output.

The Wall
Consider, if you will, a tiled wall. Something like a subway station - plain white tiling. Now imagine if 
some of those tiles were translucent and could be back-lit. My ideal "wall" would be about the height 
and twice the width of a door - and could form an interactive segment of a larger, plain, wall. Behind 
each of the translucent tiles is a matrix of light source. Each of the light sources can be any colour. 
Just like a big, but low-resolution computer monitor.

The "wall" could either show a static image, or an evolving display of patterns, changing slowly. I rather 
like the idea of a mandala, or a kalidescopic show of colours - a gentle, pleasant chromatic evolution.

Reactions
Whilst the Wall could be just a piece of dynamic art, doing its own thing, in its own time, interaction 
with the visitor makes for something more unique, and more personal.

For instance, when a visitor approaches the wall, the entire display pulses with colour, warning off the 
“intruder.” If the "intruder" is not deterred, the original pattern returns but, if the viewer is close 
enough, the wall "reads" the colours of the viewer's clothing and, like a chameleon, reflects them by 
changing the colour of the contact area to match that of the clothing.

The viewer's colours - an rough shape - may be left on the wall after the viewer moves away, fading 
back to the original patterns with time.

The Non-Visual
What I have described so far can create an interesting visual experience, but this is not enough. I am 
looking to facilitate the creation of multi-sensory art. For instance, fancy light patterns are of only 
academic interest to someone who is blind. How can we provide an equivalent experience for 
someone who is non-visual or a complementary experience for others?

The answer is sound. At rest, the wall emits white noise at varying levels related to, say, the amount of 
a certain colour show at that time on the way. The occasional gentle tone or chord may sound, once 
again, determined by rules related to the colour composition of what is being shown.

When the "panic response" occurs, the white noise degrades into a series of chirps, beeps, and "Space 
Invaders" noises. Once the panic period is over, and given continued proximity, a series of chords, 
based on a note determined by the predominant colour of the "invader" plays.

Of course, the choice of sounds could be quite different, as a flexible digital sound synthesis device 
will be incorporated.



Conclusion
Here is an example of a multi-sensory, interactive, art piece, based on technologies which I am 
developing. Whilst I will be testing my own, small-scale, prototypes, based on my own artistic ideas, 
discussion with artists could result in the development of far more sophisticated and exciting pieces 
using the “Purple Box” technologies, bringing public spaces to life.

Technical  Footnote
The Chameleon Wall concept is designed around the following semiconductor technologies:

● Microcontrollers and various sensors from Freescale Semiconductor.

● Colour sensing from Avago Technologies. 

● Light sources from Cree. 

● Spartan 3 FPGA (sound synthesis) by Xilinx Inc. 

● Digital to analogue conversion (sound synthesis) by Microchip.

Parts will be sourced through electronics distributor Element14 (Premier Farnell,) with various 
product samples courtesy of Freescale Semiconductor. 
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